
Tim Clue has developed a dynamic compound—redefining “motivation” as
Connection and Trust—creating the perfect blend of laughter, philosophy and
inspiration for every keynote he delivers. With a firm grasp of the attention
economy in this age of acceleration, Tim’s style reflects the chaos and speed in
with which we now work and live. Audiences experience the full force of a life-
long educator’s gift to magnify his own ideas through his skillsets in comedy and
improv, teaching, speaking, facilitating, teaching and team-development.
Discovering his greatest inspirations from a collection of worst practices and
fabulous failures, this instructive ringleader has mastered the use of humor as a
tool—compelling, unique, interactive, and fun—to bring forth inspiring and
engaging experiences for conferences, conventions, management gatherings,
client appreciation events, and educational in-services and staff days. Tim unites
Millennials, GenXers and Boomers alike in an unforgettable encounter, his energy
underscoring and reflecting the realities of this over-stimulated and distracted
emailing, Facebooking, Tweeting world in which we now find ourselves living and
working.
Clue’s story is noteworthy. After a decade as an award-winning educator, Tim
managed to carve out a comedy career on the national circuit, working with many
well-known comics—such as Jerry Seinfeld, Steven Wright and Larry Miller—and his
standup can be heard on XM/Sirius Satellite Radio’s comedy channels. In 2005, his
stage play “Leaving Iowa” premiered at Jeff Daniels’ Purple Rose Theatre
Company—during which it received a nomination for American Theatre Critics’
award for Best New Play in the country—and was soon published and is currently
performed in theaters all over the...

Testimonials

Tim Clue

 “Thanks for a fantastic performance. I think it went great; folks had a really
good time. Your timing and transitions were most artistic. You had that ‘sixth
sense’ working… great job.” 

- Fast Signs International, Inc.

 “Your presentation today to us was amazing, inspirational, and even more
needed than my Monday cup of coffee. Thank you!” | “Tim was an absolute rock
star on Monday! Our teaching community was thrilled to be treated to such a
respectful, funny, and thought provoking message. Our teachers are still talking
about what a treat it was to have you there. This is the first time we have kicked
off the year with a message of appreciation with the hopes of inspiring them at
the start of the year. Thanks to you, our goal was accomplished. 

- Pembroke Schools (MA).
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